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Innovative rated note structures spur 
insurance investments in private equity

Pierre Maugüé, Ramya Tiller & Christine Gilleland
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP

As insurance companies look for opportunities to invest in a diversified portfolio of 
funds, and funds look for ways to access additional capital, there is increasing demand for 
innovative rated note structures.  Such investments are typically structured in one of two 
ways: (i) through a rated note feeder fund for investment in a single fund; or (ii) through a 
special purpose vehicle structure for investment in a portfolio of funds, creating a fund of 
funds structure.  For investment in a single fund, the master fund typically creates a feeder 
fund that issues rated debt and equity through which the insurance company can participate 
as a debt-only investor or as a debt and equity investor, depending on the structure of 
the deal.  For investment in a portfolio of funds, the special purpose vehicle is typically 
structured to include one or several tranches of rated debt supported by limited partnership 
(LP) interests in the underlying funds that comprise the investment portfolio and a tranche 
of equity commitments (structured as straight equity or subordinated notes), which, as the 
first-loss tranche, is important for the ratings analysis.  Although insurance regulators have 
proposed changes to the investment classification and/or regulatory capital requirements 
for the equity tranches and notes issued by these structures, we expect interest in these 
structures to continue even as market conditions tighten.
This chapter reviews how these investments are typically structured, some important para-
meters that need to be determined in their structuring, the current regulatory environment, 
and recent trends.

Key characteristics
• Basic Single Fund Structure: Structured notes obligations invested in a single master 

fund usually take the form of a feeder fund that issues one or more tranches of debt 
and equity.  Typically, the investor purchases debt and equity, with the substantially 
larger commitment taking the form of debt (for example, 80% debt and 20% equity).  
This structure relies on the ability to map steady cash flows from the master fund for 
the ratings analysis and we therefore usually see this structure used to invest in debt 
funds.  If the sponsor needs the ability to adapt terms for the rated debt that would not 
be available in a feeder fund structure, the sponsor may choose to create a parallel fund 
structure instead, although such a structure may add complexity.

• Basic Fund of Funds Structure: Structured notes obligations invested in a portfolio of 
funds generally involve two entities: an issuer, which is a special purpose vehicle that 
issues debt and equity; and an asset holdco, which is a special purpose vehicle that is 
a direct subsidiary of the issuer and is the entity that holds the investment portfolio.  
The issuer then pledges its ownership interest in the asset holdco for the benefit of the 
noteholders.  Some transactions do not use a separate asset holdco, in which case the 
issuer directly pledges the underlying portfolio of fund interests.
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• Debt-like Characteristics: Insurance companies rely on the debt characterisation of 
the structured notes obligations for more attractive risk-based capital (RBC) treatment, 
which, for U.S. insurance companies, depends on whether the investment is categorised 
as a bond under statutory accounting and RBC rules that benefit from more attractive 
RBC charges compared to equity investments.  To support the accounting and RBC 
analysis, the return on the debt is generally structured as regular interest payments and 
repayment of principal, subject to a priority of payments waterfall.  The equity in the 
issuer gets the benefit of the upside once the scheduled debt payments have been made 
pursuant to the priority of payments.

• Priority of Payments Waterfall: Structured notes issued in these structures typically have 
long maturity (for example, 10–15 years), although the notes are generally expected to 
be repaid much faster.  Because of this, a structured notes obligation that relies on 
market performance and is supported by alternative investments that are inherently 
illiquid assets requires some protection from economic downturns.  Common terms 
used to provide that protection include:
• Payment of interest is generally required only to the extent that cash is available; 

otherwise, the interest is deferred until cash is next available in the priority of 
payments.

• The amortisation schedule is usually a target amortisation schedule that requires 
amortisation payments only to the extent that cash is available in the priority 
of payments (with cumulative catch-up payments in subsequent periods).  The 
amortisation schedule is often supplemented by a cash sweep if certain loan-to-
value tests are not satisfied.

• Full repayment of the debt can be targeted within a relatively short period of time 
(e.g., four to five years) based on modelled cash flows, but final legal maturity 
will often be set at 10–15 years to provide flexibility, in particular in case of an 
economic downturn.

• Distributions are made to equity only once interest and target amortisation have 
been paid in accordance with the target schedule.  Distributions to equity are also 
generally subject to pro forma satisfaction of a loan-to-value ratio and, sometimes, 
a liquidity ratio.

• Funding Capital Calls: There are certain structural holes that the investors need to be 
prepared to either address in the documentation or, more commonly, accept as deal risk:
• The debt and equity committed to the issuer is generally (but not always) equal to 

the LP commitments made to the underlying funds.  If the underlying funds can 
call capital to pay fees and expenses in addition to the LP capital commitment, in 
the absence of adequate reserve or sufficient distributions to supplement existing 
reserves, there is a possibility that there will not be sufficient cash available to fund 
a capital call to pay fees or expenses.

• Many funds permit recycling of commitments.  However, if the issuer has received 
a cash distribution from the underlying funds, and that cash is run through the 
waterfall, it is no longer available for recycling.  While it is not uncommon to allow 
distributions to equity to be recalled, the cash may have been paid to the rated notes 
under the waterfall and it would be unusual to allow payments to rated notes to be 
recycled (and such recycling could impact whether the rated notes could obtain 
debt treatment under U.S. insurance company statutory accounting rules).  The 
portfolio needs to provide sufficient cash into the structure to be able to cover these 
additional calls on capital.
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 In these cases, the issuer would become a defaulting limited partner if the investment 
portfolio does not generate sufficient cash to service these capital calls, thereby 
impairing the debtholders’ collateral.  It is therefore important to control when and how 
much cash leaves the structure.

• Investment Grade Rating: Insurance companies rely on the investment grade or 
quasi-investment grade rating of the debt for their RBC analysis.  For U.S. insurance 
companies, RBC asset charges are assigned based on the investment’s National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) designation.  For debt investments 
that are designated as “filing exempt”, the RBC asset charges are currently determined 
based on the credit ratings assigned to the investment by nationally recognised 
statistical rating organisations.  If a debt investment is not “filing exempt”, the RBC 
asset charge is determined based on the NAIC designation applied by the NAIC’s 
Securities Valuation Office (SVO) after filing of the investment documentation and 
related materials to assess the credit risk of the investment and determine the appropriate 
RBC asset charge.  At this time, the NAIC is considering proposals to grant the SVO 
discretion to challenge the “filing exempt” status of an investment if the SVO were to 
determine that the assigned credit rating does not provide a reasonable assessment of 
risk for regulatory purposes (which, under the NAIC’s proposal, would be the case if 
the assigned credit rating differs by three or more notches from the SVO’s assessed 
designation).  This proposal could result in uncertain regulatory capital treatment for 
insurance company debt investments.
• If the debt is downgraded to the extent that the rated notes are funded on a delayed 

draw basis, the debtholders might request an Event of Default or a draw stop on 
unfunded commitments until the investment grade rating is restored.

Critical single fund structuring parameters

When structuring these rated note feeder fund investments, issuers must determine certain 
key parameters.  We list four of them here, and discuss each in turn:
• whether the structure will be through a feeder fund or a parallel fund;
• whether the holder of the debt and equity commitments will be the same;
• whether the master fund will seek to pursue a subscription line facility; and
• what type of fund would support a rated note feeder.
Feeder fund or parallel fund
Sponsors typically choose to structure a rated note through a feeder fund to accommodate 
insurance companies interested in participating in a fund.  Creating a feeder fund allows 
the sponsor to simplify the overall fund structure and keep the terms of the debt investment 
structure the same as the equity investment structure but for the specific debt characteristics 
required to make the rated notes debt.  The feeder fund structure, however, does not allow 
the sponsor to make adjustments to the investment structure that may be necessary to 
achieve or maintain a particular rating or to address particular insurance company issues.  
To the extent that the feeder fund structure does not allow enough flexibility to make the 
necessary adjustments (for example, the fund is levered, which impacts the rating), the 
sponsor could create a standalone parallel fund.  While this may add complexity to creation 
and maintenance for the sponsor, a parallel fund structure allows the sponsor to more closely 
manage the parallel fund to maintain the necessary rating and to adjust the terms as may be 
required by the insurance company.
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Debt, equity or both
Typically, a rated note feeder fund is structured so that the issuer issues debt and equity 
interests to each investor.  Subject to the ratings constraints, the interests are heavily 
weighted towards debt commitments in recognition of the insurance companies’ preference 
for debt investments.  When the holders of the debt and equity investment own a vertical 
slice of the structure, it streamlines documentation and assures that the insurance companies’ 
investment more closely aligns with the pure equity investors.  For example, the equity 
component allows for recycling and clawbacks.  However, certain insurance companies 
are subject to specific internal policies, or regulatory requirements, that make any equity 
investment a significantly more cumbersome undertaking.  For example, Korean insurance 
companies face a lengthy regulatory approval process for any equity investment.  In such 
cases, the sponsor is sometimes required to structure the rated note feeder fund as a strictly 
debt investment for the insurance company investors.  In the U.S., the NAIC adopted, on 
June 13, 2023, a new 45% RBC asset charge applicable to the first-loss tranche, or residual 
tranche, of asset-backed securities (including feeder fund structures), to take effect for 2024 
year-end insurance company financial reporting.  This new asset charge will make holding 
the equity or first-loss tranche incrementally less capital efficient for a U.S. insurance 
company investor, and insurance companies may instead wish to have an unregulated 
affiliate invest in the first-loss tranche, instead of having it held directly on the insurance 
company’s balance sheet.  A significant complication this presents is trying to replicate 
equity concepts, such as recycling and clawbacks, in a purely debt structure.  Another 
concern a sponsor may have is that if the issuer files for bankruptcy, the debt commitments 
are no longer enforceable against the investor, whereas equity investors would still have to 
fund a capital call.  To address this concern, the sponsor may structure the debt commitment 
as convertible to an equity commitment upon bankruptcy of the issuer.
Subscription line facilities
If a master fund intends to utilise a subscription line facility, early discussions should be 
had with the subscription line lenders regarding treatment of the rated note feeder fund in 
their borrowing base calculations.  Subscription line lenders are often concerned about the 
quality of a debt commitment as collateral because, as noted above, in the event that the 
issuer enters bankruptcy, creditors are not required to fund their debt commitments.  This 
is as opposed to the equity holders, who are required to fund capital calls even in the event 
that the issuer enters bankruptcy.  Sponsors have tried to address this concern in various 
ways, including by (i) creating a mechanic that converts the debt commitments into equity 
commitments in the event of bankruptcy, (ii) creating the commitments as debt/equity 
commitments from day one pursuant to which the debt/equity commitments are shared 
and the issuer can choose whether to draw on the commitments as debt or as equity, or 
(iii) creating the feeder fund as a bankruptcy remote vehicle to dramatically decrease the 
likelihood that the feeder fund will enter bankruptcy.  None of these methods have been 
truly tested in the courts, so it is unclear which method is most effective to address the 
subscription lenders’ concern.
Ratings and cash flows
Another consideration for a sponsor is what type of fund could support a rated note feeder 
suitable for insurance companies to invest in.  In order to achieve the necessary rating, 
the issuer will need to show the ratings agency sufficient regular cash flow to support the 
issued debt.  Similarly, in order for U.S. insurance company investors to obtain appropriate 
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bond treatment for the rated notes under newly adopted U.S. statutory accounting rules 
that go into effect on January 1, 2025, the insurance company investor will need to provide 
sufficient analysis that the characteristics of the underlying investments of the rated feeder 
lend themselves to the production of predictable cash flows to support the debt.  If the 
investment is in a single private equity fund, there is no pool of cash flows to rely upon, as 
many private equity funds do not expect distributions until five to seven years after inception.  
Such delayed cash flows will likely not be acceptable to a ratings agency and could result 
in an investment’s classification as equity resulting in less favourable RBC charges under 
the insurance company’s accounting and RBC analysis.  We therefore typically see rated 
note feeder funds invested in debt funds, as debt investments typically produce cash flows 
immediately and those cash flows are regular and predictable.

Critical fund of funds structuring parameters

When structuring these fund of funds investments, issuers must determine certain key 
parameters.  We list three of them here, and discuss each in turn:
• whether the investment portfolio will be set as of the closing date;
• whether the commitments to the issuer will be funded in full on the closing date; and
• whether the issuer will be consolidated with its parent’s balance sheet and whether that 

parent has other obligations that subject the parent and its subsidiaries to covenants 
with which the structured notes obligations might conflict.

Setting the investment portfolio
The issuer needs to determine whether the asset holdco will have set the investment portfolio 
as of the closing date, or whether the asset holdco will build or adjust the portfolio after 
the closing date based on agreed investment guidelines.  If the investment portfolio may 
change after the closing date, it is important to ensure that the investment portfolio will 
be sufficiently diversified to support an appropriate rating.  In addition, the issuer needs 
to be prohibited from committing more than the aggregate principal amount of debt and 
equity that has been committed to the issuer.  Alternatively, noteholders will have to be 
comfortable that expected distributions on the underlying funds will be sufficient to fund 
capital calls for which no matching source of funding is identified at closing.
Funded or unfunded commitments
Another important parameter is whether the debt and equity commitments will be fully 
drawn on the closing date, or whether there will be a delayed drawing schedule.  Having 
some or all of the commitments unfunded as of the closing date presents additional 
considerations.  There needs to be a comfort level regarding the credit worthiness of the 
relevant debtholders and equity holders.  Protections may be necessary to ensure that the 
issuer receives the full draw amount needed, including defaulting noteholder or equity 
investor provisions and a requirement that the relevant debtholder or equity investor be an 
entity with an acceptable rating or benefit from parent support from a rated entity, or post a 
letter of credit from an acceptable letter of credit issuer to support its unfunded commitment.  
Finally, investors investing on a delayed draw basis may require drawing conditions, such 
as a ratings downgrade or a loan-to-value breach, in the event that the condition of the 
structured notes obligation has changed since the closing date.  However, the matter of 
drawing conditions should be approached cautiously, as a draw stop may cause the issuer 
to become a defaulting limited partner with respect to some or all of the underlying funds, 
thereby exacerbating the problem.
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Balance sheet considerations
While the issuer of a structured notes obligation is a special purpose vehicle, the equity in the 
issuer may be owned by a company that itself has debt obligations.  If the issuer ends up being 
a subsidiary of an equity investor, the covenants in the parent’s debt agreements may extend to 
the parent’s subsidiaries and must be considered to ensure that the debt issuance by the issuer 
does not conflict with those covenants.  In addition, the parent should consider whether it will 
be required to consolidate the notes issued by the issuer as debt on its balance sheet.

Liquidity facility

Many fund of funds structured notes structures include liquidity support, in the form of 
a revolving facility provided by a third-party lender, that can be used to bridge a funding 
shortfall.  These liquidity facilities are generally available to fund fees and expenses, interest 
on the debt tranches and, usually, capital calls from the underlying funds.  While these 
liquidity facilities are rarely used, including a liquidity facility in the structure provides 
stability to the structured notes obligation by supporting the ratings analysis, supporting 
the insurance company analysis permitting the treatment of structured notes as bonds under 
U.S. statutory accounting rules and reducing the possibility that the structure will fail.

Regulatory treatment

For U.S. insurance companies, the transaction structure for structured notes obligations is 
typically designed to achieve favourable RBC treatment of the notes’ debt investments, 
which will be determined based on whether the investment is classified as a “bond” 
under statutory accounting rules.  The NAIC, the standard-setting and regulatory support 
organisation created and governed by state insurance regulators, has for a number of years 
been exploring changes to statutory accounting principles and SVO procedures that could 
affect the reporting and capital treatment of structured notes obligations rated note feeder 
vehicles and similar structures.
On August 13, 2023, the NAIC adopted significant revisions to Statement of Statutory 
Accounting Principles (SSAP) No. 23R and No. 43R to implement a principles-based 
bond definition to determine whether an investment should be considered and reported as 
a bond on Schedule D-1 (Long-Term Bonds) of an insurance company’s statutory financial 
statements.  The revisions to SSAP No. 23R and No. 43R go into effect on January 1, 2025.  
The newly adopted statutory accounting rules define a bond as “any security representing a 
creditor relationship, whereby there is a fixed schedule for one or more future payments, and 
which qualifies as either an issuer credit obligation or an asset backed security”.  Structured 
notes obligations fall under the asset-backed security classification.  In order to receive 
bond treatment, the notes’ debt obligations will generally need to have pre-determined 
principal and interest payments (whether fixed interest or variable interest) with contractual 
amounts that do not vary based on the appreciation or depreciation (e.g., performance) 
of underlying collateral value or other non-debt variables and reflect underlying assets 
(e.g., the LP interests of debt funds) that generate a “meaningful” level of cash flows to 
service the debt obligations.  In addition, the insurance company holder of the notes’ debt 
obligations must be in a different economic position than if the holder owned the underlying 
fund investments directly.  For purposes of this assessment, the holder of the instrument is 
considered to be in a different economic position if the instrument benefits from substantive 
credit enhancement through guarantees (or other similar forms of recourse), subordination 
and/or overcollateralisation.  The principles-based bond definition adopted by the NAIC 
also contemplates a rebuttable presumption that debt investments collateralised by equity 
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interests would not qualify as bonds because they would not reflect a creditor relationship 
in substance.  Notwithstanding this rebuttable presumption, it is possible for such a debt 
investment to represent a creditor relationship if the characteristics of the underlying equity 
interests are expected to produce predictable cash flows and the underlying equity risks 
have been sufficiently redistributed through the capital structure of the fund issuer.
On June 14, 2023, the NAIC adopted changes to the RBC asset charges for first-loss tranches, 
or residual tranches, of asset-backed securities, which includes rated feeders, collateralised 
fund obligations and collateralised loan obligations, to implement (i) a 45% sensitivity test 
factor for such tranches held by U.S. insurance companies for purposes of 2023 year-end 
financial reporting (which reflects a disclosure item in a U.S. insurance company’s statutory 
financial statements that projects the company’s RBC if a 45% RBC asset charge were 
used for first-loss tranches (as opposed to the existing 30% RBC asset charge for equity 
investments)), and (ii) a 45% RBC asset charge for such tranches held by U.S. insurance 
companies for purposes of 2024 year-end financial reporting.
In addition, on June 15, 2023, the NAIC proposed to grant the SVO the discretion to revoke 
the “filing exempt” status of investments that allows insurance companies to rely on credit 
ratings assigned to the investment by nationally recognised statistical rating organisations 
for determining the investment’s RBC asset charge.  The proposal would permit the SVO 
to remove an investment from the “filing exempt” process, and thereby permit the SVO to 
determine the RBC asset charge on the basis of a filing of the investment documentation and 
related materials, if the SVO, following its own initiated review or review initiated by a U.S. 
state insurance regulator, determines that the resulting RBC asset charge determined based 
on the credit rating assigned to the investment by nationally recognised statistical rating 
organisations does not “provide a reasonable assessment of the risk for regulatory purposes” 
and the credit rating used is three or more notches different than the SVO’s assessment of 
the risk of the investment.  The proposal received significant industry pushback, as well as 
comments from Congress and other regulators, at the NAIC’s summer national meeting in 
August 2023.  The NAIC has indicated that it will be further revising the proposal and re-
exposing an amended proposal for comment at a later date.
The NAIC has also been considering changes to the methodologies for determining RBC 
charges for asset-backed securities to the extent that the risk profile of the asset is different 
from the risk profile for corporate bonds.  This workstream is in the very early stages, and 
there is no framework at this time for developing or revising the RBC charges for asset-
backed securities.  The NAIC and the American Academy of Actuaries are expected to 
refine the principles that will be used to develop a potential framework, which would first 
be used to determine new RBC charges for collateralised loan obligations and is expected 
to be used as a model for other asset-backed securities.
Although the proposed changes to the process for determining RBC asset charges are not 
yet final and may impact the RBC treatment of these investments, we generally see the 
insurance company debtholders assume the risk of a change in law or of the structured notes 
obligation not achieving the desired capital or reporting treatment.

Tax considerations

The principal tax considerations of a rated note structure for a single fund or portfolio of funds 
are largely the same.  The tax structure of these vehicles depends on a number of factors, 
including whether they are being marketed to U.S. or non-U.S. insurance company investors 
and the nature of the underlying investment strategy.  For U.S. insurance company investors, 
the issuers are typically structured as partnerships for U.S. federal income tax purposes to 
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avoid entity-level tax leakage.  For non-U.S. insurance company investors, issuers may 
be structured as either a partnership or non-U.S. corporation for U.S. federal income tax 
purposes depending on whether the underlying fund or funds are expected to generate (or 
have options to block at the fund level) U.S. tax filing and payment obligations.  If structured 
as a partnership, transfer restrictions may apply to both the debt and equity interests in the 
fund in order to mitigate the risk that the fund will instead be treated as a corporation for 
U.S. federal income tax purposes under the “publicly traded partnership” rules (the “taxable 
mortgage pool” rules should also be considered if the underlying portfolio includes real 
estate-secured debt).  In addition, equity and potentially debt tranches may be restricted such 
that they can only be owned by U.S. holders, to avoid the risk of subjecting the structure to 
U.S. withholding tax.  If structured as a non-U.S. corporation (and a concern for non-U.S. 
investors more generally), the issuer may need to “block” income effectively connected with 
a U.S. trade or business via a subsidiary entity and may incur U.S. withholding tax.  In each 
case, the associated leakage will reduce returns to investors and should be taken into account 
in modelling.  If it is important that a tranche of debt be respected as indebtedness (rather 
than treated as equity) for U.S. tax purposes (e.g., because the debt is not subject to transfer 
restrictions and the issuer is a passthrough entity), then the terms of the debt, expected ratings 
and repayment expectations will need to be scrutinised to ensure that they support such 
treatment – with investment grade ratings often used as the proxy for whether there is doubt 
as to the right characterisation.  Limitations on tax deductions for interest may result in 
phantom income for holders of equity, particularly for natural persons.

Recent trends
• Decoupling of Debt and Equity Commitments in Fund of Funds Structures: While 

investors in some structured notes obligations are purchasing a vertical slice of the 
structure that includes both debt and equity, we are increasingly seeing structures that 
decouple the two.  This strategy works well for insurance companies that wish to invest 
in rated debt instruments but not the equity, particularly given the coming increase in 
RBC asset charges from 30% to 45% for the first-loss/equity tranche of the investment 
for 2024 year-end financial reporting.  The equity is then purchased by investors such 
as a balance sheet fund of the firm forming the structured notes obligation, family 
offices and other third-party investors attracted to the combination of levered exposure 
to multiple funds and the potential for high returns.  While equity holders may be 
required to make an initial funding, sometimes no further funding is required (subject 
to certain downside events such as a loss of rating for a period of time) until the debt 
has been funded in full.  If the portfolio produces sufficient cash flows to service future 
capital calls, it is possible that the equity is never drawn again but still gets the benefit 
of excess cash distributions out of the system.  Equity funded on a delayed draw basis 
may be an attractive investment for insurance companies to the extent that the unfunded 
commitment does not attract a capital charge.

• Equity Credit Support: In the fund of funds structure, to the extent that equity 
commitments are not funded in full on the closing date, equity holders may be required 
to have an eligible rating or provide adequate credit support from a person with an 
eligible rating.  This credit support frequently takes the form of a parent guaranty, a 
letter of credit or cash collateralisation, in each case for the full amount of the equity 
commitment.  This credit support not only supports the ratings analysis, but also 
provides comfort to the debtholders that the equity holders will fund when required to 
do so under the terms of the transaction documents.
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Conclusion

In the current market environment, we expect to see more private equity firms and insurance 
companies develop and invest in these structures to maximise their access to liquidity and 
as a new investment opportunity.  We also expect further innovations as market participants 
react to regulatory and other developments.

* * *
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